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Abbreviation Explanation 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents the results of task 6.8 of work package WP6 “Develop roadmap for VSC Assisted Resonant 

Circuit (VARC) DC CB scaling to EHV DC voltage”. The work performed in D6.8 is a continuation of the work 

performed in D6.2 [1], D6.4 [2] and D6.9 [3], that dealt with detailed modelling of VARC DC CB, whereas more 

detailed analysis of the DC CB implementation in an MTDC grid is performed. 

The main objectives of this task are to verify the detailed VARC DC CB model by experimental results in order to 

outline the scaling of the VARC DC CB to higher voltage levels and to simulate the behaviour of the VARC DC 

CB in multi-terminal HVDC networks.  The physical prototype VARC DC CB will be validated by experimental 

measurements. Thereafter, the VARC DC CB model described in Deliverable 6.9 will be used as an equivalent 

circuit for one VARC module. By connecting these VARC modules in series, a VARC DC CB can be realized for 

higher voltage levels. A new comprehensive model of the VARC DC CB for higher voltage levels will consist of 

series-connected modules. Additionally, different arrangements of modules and SAs are presented, and their 

performances are compared to each other. 

The demonstration of the operation of one module and the scaling to higher voltages by series connection of 

modules is performed. This report also deals with the evaluation of the scaled HVDC CB in future multi-terminal 

HVDC grids. Therefore, the scaled DC CB is applied in an HVDC network adopted from earlier work within WP2 

and is used for demonstration. The performances of the VARC DC CBs in future HVDC transmission systems will 

be studied by simulations. 

The report is organized in four chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the background and the motivation of VARC DC 

CB. The detailed model of VARC DC CB is described and verified by experimental results in Chapter 2. The 

scaling of VARC DC CB by using series connection is elaborated in the third chapter where three different 

topologies are described and modelled, and the results obtained from simulations are compared. Finally, in 

Chapter 4, the VARC DC CB is implemented in the network from WP2 and the analysis is conducted for 8 different 

fault scenarios. The VARC DC CB performance  is demonstrated in the WP2 network. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 BACKGROUND 

The integration of sustainable and renewable technologies changes the existing transmission system [4]. 

Significant progress has been made toward the development of Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) in the last few 

years, which enable meshed HVDC grid to provide a promising technological solution for the connection of 

offshore wind farms [5]. The meshed HVDC grids are urgently needed to utilize the potential of offshore energy 

resources, which provide sustainable and renewable energy [6]. However, several major technical barriers need 

to be conquered before the MTDC grids are realized [7]. Among them, reliable, fast, low-loss and cost-effective 

HVDC CBs are key components needed to realize the MTDC grid [9]. Due to the absence of current-zeros in a 

dc system, the development of DC CBs is more difficult than that of ac CBs [10]. HVDC CBs are used to clear dc 

fault currents and isolate the faults from the HVDC converters, typically the half-bridge based modular multilevel 

converters (MMC) [11][12]. The DC faults also need to be cleared in a very short time to prevent the blocking of 

full bridge MMCs [13]. Furthermore, the fast transients and high short-circuit currents make the DC fault 

interruption more difficult [14]. The energy stored in the inductance in the HVDC lines needs to be dissipated by 

the DC CB in order to interrupt the dc fault current [15]. Hence, the DC CB comprises an “energy absorbing 

branch” containing surge arresters (SAs), connected in parallel with the mechanical switch, and during 

interruption, the line current is forced to commutate to this branch. The clamping voltage of the SA therefore 

determines the transient interruption voltage (TIV) that is seen across the interrupting switch during current 

suppression. The requirements for the energy absorber are large absorption capability, voltage limitation and fast 

dissipation capability. 

Substantial research on HVDC CBs has been done so far and different topologies and concepts have been 

proposed to protect the multi-terminal HVDC grids [16][17][18]. These HVDC CBs can be sorted into two 

categories: mechanical HVDC circuit breakers and hybrid HVDC  circuit breakers. In both cases the line current 

is carried by mechanical contacts during normal operation in a “main branch” whilst, during the switching event, it 

is temporarily transferred to a parallel branch. In the case of a hybrid breaker, this branch comprises a string of 

series-connected semiconductor devices with turn-off capability (e.g. IGBTs), which extinguish the line current. 

Mechanical HVDC circuit breakers, on the other hand, utilize a parallel branch called the “current injection branch”, 

which injects an additional current component through the arc between the contacts of the breaker, while they are 

parting when opening process takes place. The injected current causes a zero-crossing of the total current passing 

through the mechanical switch, quenching the arc and stopping further current conduction. Once the current in 

the main branch has been eliminated, the voltage across the temporary branch increases until it reaches the 

clamping voltage of the SA causing the line current to move into the latter. 

Therefore, some similarities exist with regard to the basic operation principle of HVDC CBs in the sense that the 

line current is consecutively moved between the three branches, ending up in the energy absorption branch.  

An advantage of mechanical HVDC CBs is the low conduction losses. However, the long operational delay of the 

traditional spring-based driving mechanisms cannot meet the requirements of fast interruption in dc grids. 

Recently, the development of ultra-fast actuators based on electromagnetic repulsion mechanisms makes it 
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possible for mechanical DC CBs to clear faults within a few milliseconds [19][20][21]. The hybrid DC CBs, 

comprising both semiconductors and mechanical interrupter components, combines the advantages of both fast 

interruption and low on-state losses. Various hybrid DC CB topologies have been proposed in [22][23][24]. During 

the fault current interruption, the series-connected semiconductor devices need to withstand the very high TIV, 

resulting in relatively high component costs for hybrid DC CBs. 

A newly emerging HVDC CB concept, the voltage-source-converter resonant current (VARC) DC CB, has been 

proposed in [25]. The VARC CB utilizes a voltage source converter (VSC) and a series-resonant circuit to 

effectuate the commutation. The VSC generates a high-frequency oscillation current, the amplitude of which 

gradually increases every half-cycle until a zero-crossing is created in the arc current. In [26], the VARC main 

circuit design aspects are described and the single module prototype test results are demonstrated. For an HVDC 

application, several VARC modules need to be connected in series in order to reach a sufficient voltage level for 

the full-scale circuit breaker. For the implementation of VARC CB in an MTDC grid, a detailed model is essential 

for the transient studies and performance investigations. 
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2 MODELLING AND EXPERIMENTAL 
VERIFICATION OF VARC HVDC CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS 

 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the modelling, hardware results and model validation by measurements of a VSC assisted 

resonant current (VARC) DC CB. The newly emerging VARC DC CB can be used as a solution for the protection 

of offshore multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) grids. In this chapter, the proposed VARC DC CB is modelled in detail 

in a PSCAD environment, by assuming the vacuum interrupter can deal with the rated voltage of transient 

interruption voltage (TIV) of the VARC module, and parasitic components. The PSCAD-model is then verified by 

data from the testing of a 27 kV VARC DC CB prototype with maximum current interruption capability of 10 kA. 

Additionally, the initial transient interruption voltage and current slope at zero-crossing during the interruption are 

analyzed. 

 STRUCTURE OF VARC DC CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

Figure 2-1 illustrates the structure of the VARC DC CB. The VARC DC CB consists of three principal branches, 

which are the main branch, the current injection branch and the energy absorption branch. The main branch 

comprises a vacuum interrupter (VI), a fault current limiting reactor (LDC), and a residual circuit breaker (RCB). 

The VI is actuated by an ultra-fast Thomson-coil mechanism to achieve a sufficient contact gap distance in a short 

time, ensuring adequate dielectric strength for the VI to be able to withstand the TIV during interruption. The fault 

current limiting reactor effectively prevents the fault current from rising too quickly and thereby limits its amplitude 

at the interruption instant. The residual circuit breaker is used to separate the main circuit of the circuit breaker 

from the grid after an interruption. The current injection branch consists of two parts: the first part is an oscillation 

circuit composed of a capacitor (Cp) and an inductor (Lp); the second part is a VSC, energy storage capacitor 

(CDC) and a charging circuit (VDC, RCH and SCH) for the energy storage capacitor. The VSC can be controlled to 

rapidly increase the amplitude of the oscillating current by keeping its output voltage in the same direction as the 

oscillating current. The current injection branch capacitor (Cp) in the VARC CB is not pre-charged. Instead, the 

VSC energy storage capacitor (CDC) is pre-charged at relatively low voltage level before the operation of the VARC 

CB. Energy from the energy storage capacitor is then successively transferred to the resonant circuit of the current 

injection branch during the time when the oscillating current in the current injection branch is generated. 
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Figure 2-1 Configuration of VARC circuit breaker 

 

 OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND TIMING SEQUENCE 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the current and voltage waveforms during a typical interruption, where Iline is the current 

through the VARC DC CB, IOSC is the oscillation current in the current injection branch, VOSC is the voltage across 

the VSC, Ivi is the current through the VI, ISA is the current through the SA and Vvi is the voltage across the VI. The 

detailed operation sequence is explained as follows: 

t0 - t1: Before the operation of the CB, the VSC energy storage capacitor (CDC) is pre-charged by the charging 

circuit.  

t1 – t2: A fault occurs at instant t1. As a result, the line current begins to rise, and the rate-of-rise of the line current 

is limited by the fault current limiting reactor (LDC). At instant t2, a trip signal is sent to the VARC DC CB.  

t2 – t3: The VARC DC CB receives the trip signal at t2 and the ultra-fast actuator starts to drive the separation of 

contacts. The contacts in the VI reach a sufficient gap distance to withstand the TIV at t3.  

t3 – t4: Shortly before the VI reaches sufficient contact separation at t3, the VSC is activated and start swtiching. 

The oscillating current is generated as soon as the VSC start switching, and its amplitude gradually increases 

every half cycle until a zero-crossing is created in the arc current. 

t4 – t5: The VI stops to conducting at t4. As the VI is connected in parallel to the oscillation branch, the initial 

transient interruption voltage (ITIV) across VI equals the remaining voltage of the current injection branch 

capacitor. At the same time, the line current is commutated to the current injection branch. During t4 – t5, the 

system keeps charging the current injection branch capacitor, until its voltage reaches the clamping voltage of SA 

at t5. 

t5 – t6: The SA starts to conduct at t5, and the line current is commutated into the energy absorption branch. The 

SA current then decreases until it drops to zero at t6. 
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t6 – t7: After the fault current interruption, some leakage current may exist in the system, as well as a low frequency 

interaction between the capacitor in the circuit breaker and the inductance connected in series with the breaker. 

The residual circuit breaker is opened at t7 to clear the leakage current and separate the breaker main circuit from 

the grid. 

 

 
Figure 2-2 Relevant voltages and currents waveforms of the VARC DC CB. 

 

It needs to point out that Figure 2-2 demonstrates the ideal current and voltage waveforms during interruption, in 

practice, due to the stray resistance and inductance in the circuit the amplitude of the oscillation current and 

voltage are not as high as shown in Figure 2-2. More details are shown in [25][26].  

Due to the operating principle of the active injection topology, the load current interruption may result in high di/dt 

at current zero crossing, which is bad condition for the VI to interrupt. 

The VSC oscillation is enabled at t3, so that the VARC DC CB can interrupt both the load current and the fault 

current successfully. If the VSC is enabled too early, the current-zero in the VI might be created too early for the 

contact gap to withstand the TIV. The choice of components for the resonant circuit depends primarily on the 

desired TIV and the maximum breaking current. The characteristic impedance of the resonant circuit is chosen 

close to the ratio between the TIV and the maximum breaking current, whereas the resonant frequency is chosen 

to provide good conditions for the VI to interrupt. The VI prefers to interrupt the current with a lower di/dt at current 

zero and a lower dv/dt during the rising rate of TIV. The current withstand capability of all the components in the 

current injection branch should also match the maximum breaking current. Details about how to design and 

choose the parameters of the resonant circuit and other components of the VARC DC CB are presented in [26]. 
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The maximum fault current is determined by the LDC in the DC system and the fault current rise time, which is the 

sum of the protective relay tripping time and the DC CB operating time. More explanation about these time instants 

can be found in [27]. The IGBTs used in the VSC are not required to turn-off high currents, since the VSC always 

switches very close to the current zero crossings. This means that voltage stresses on the converter are minor. 

However, the peak currents in the converter are as high as the peak fault current. Due to the short time that the 

converter needs to conduct these currents, it does not present any challenges for commercially available 

components. 

 

 OSCILLATION CURRENT AND CURRENT SLOPE AT ZERO-CROSSING 

The excitation of the resonant branch current using the VSC is enabled at instant t3. In the current injection branch, 

the CDC is connected in series with the Cp. Thus, the equivalent capacitance in the resonant circuit (COSC) can be 

obtained by (1). The voltage across COSC equals the pre-charging voltage (VDC). Hence, the amplitude of the 

oscillation current in the first half-cycle (I1p) is given by (2), and the oscillation angular frequency, 𝜔, is expressed 

by (3). In the next half-cycle, the voltage of the VSC (VOSC) is reversely connected to the oscillation circuit. The 

VOSC is then changed from -VDC to +VDC. Subsequently, a -2VDC voltage step is thereby added to the oscillation 

circuit, which causes the oscillation current amplitude to increase by 2I1p. The current amplitude INp in the Nth 

half-cycle is then given by (4), with N as defined in (5). Therefore, the oscillation current at time t (IVSC(t)) can be 

determined by (6). For a certain fault current amplitude (𝐼f) the time at which a zero-crossing is generated in the 

main interrupter, 𝑡I, is given by the solution of equation (7). Equation (8) provides the current slope at zero-

crossing. 

It should be noted that equations (1) through (8) give  an estimated value of the oscillation current as the stray 

resistance in the oscillation branch is neglected. Besides, the fault current rising rate during the current 

commutation duration is also negiligible. In practice, the oscillation current is lower due to the damping caused by 

the stray resistance. The effect of the resistance is accurately explained in [26]. 

 

𝐶OSC =
𝐶p𝐶DC

𝐶p + 𝐶DC
 

 
(1) 
 

𝐼1𝑝
= 𝑉DC√

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐶

𝐿p
 

 
(2) 
 

𝜔 =
1

√𝐶OSC𝐿p

 
 
(3) 
 

𝐼𝑁𝑝
= (2𝑁 − 1)𝑉DC√

𝐶OSC

𝐿p
 

 
(4) 
 
 

𝑁 = ⌈𝜔𝑡 𝜋⁄ ⌉ (5) 
 

𝐼VSC(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑁𝑝
sin(𝜔𝑡) (6) 

 
𝐼f − 𝐼VSC(𝑡I) = 0 (7) 

 

𝑑𝑖 𝑑𝑡⁄ = 𝐼VSC

′
(𝑡I) 

(8) 
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The oscillating circuit is designed based on the maximum fault current that needs to be interrupted. The 

dimensioning of Cp, CDC and Lp parameters is a trade-off between the sizing of the components, the 

high-frequency current quenching capability and the peak allowable value of the oscillation current. Based on the 

equations (1)- (5), the maximum oscillation current (Iosc) should be higher than the fault current (If) to guarantee a 

current-zero. The current slope at current zero should also be lower than the maximum current quenching 

capability of the main interrupter assembly used in the circuit breaker. The current quenching capability of a VI 

varies with several factors such as di/dt prior to current zero, the frequency of injected current and peak current 

prior to current zero. Since there has been no measured data available, the data published in [28], are used, in 

which the maximum value range of interruptible di/dt is 150-1000 A/μs. These values have been obtained for 50 

Hz ac CBs, and they are used as an estimate of the quenching capability at higher frequency. The upper and 

lower limits of oscillating frequency, according to [29] is usually 3 kHz to 10 kHz. The oscillating frequency 

determines the current slope at current zero and the choice of Cp and Lp parameters. 

 

 PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

Figure 2-3 shows a set of parasitic components of the VARC DC CB. Cx_3, L_x3 and R_x3 are the parasitic 

parameters across the VI, which are explained in detail in section 2.4.1. C_x2 is the capacitance between CB 

terminals to the ground, which mainly depends on the environment where it is placed. As a result, C_x2 is not 

possible to be measured, and it is calculated based on the experimental results. C_x1 is the parasitic capacitance 

across the SAs, the C_x1 is estimated in section 2.4.2. The parameters of the parasitic components are shown in 

Table 2-1. 

 

 
Figure 2-3 Parasitic components in VARC DC CB 
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Table 2-1 Parasitic components values in VARC DC CB 

Parasitic parameters (27 kV module) Label Unit Value 

Capacitance in the series RLC across the 
Vacuum gap  

C_x3 nF 0.2 

Resistance in the series RLC across the 
Vacuum gap  

R_x3 Ω 50 

Inductance in the series RLC across the 
Vacuum gap  

L_x3 nH 50 

Capacitance across SA  C_x1 nF 5.2 

Lead resistance in injection circuit  R1 
mΩ 

50 

Grading resistor  R_y 
MΩ 

40 

Voltage dividing capacitance  C_y pF 120 

Capacitance between module terminal to earth  C_x2 pF 15 

 

2.5.1 VI ELECTRICAL MODEL 

The VI is modelled as an ideal resistive switch with parasitic components in parallel. The state of the VI can be 

divided into three categories, namely the closed state, the operating state and the open state, as shown in Figure 

2-4. The closed state is modelled as a low resistance with the value of 80 µ [30].The operating state represents 

the scenarios of reignition, restrike and arcing. According to [31], the arc voltage in VIs is in the order of 20 V to 

80 V, which depends on the characteristics of the VIs. The arc is modelled as a voltage source with a value of 50 

V. which is a common practice for vacuum circuit breakers. As a result, the operating state is modelled as a low 

resistance in series with a dc voltage source as shown in Figure 2-4. The open state is modelled as a high 

resistance with the value of 1 T [30] 

The parasitic components of the VI are explained in [32] and [29], which are used for system transient studies. It 

should be pointed out that VI in these two papers has a rated voltage of 12 kV, meanwhile, the VI in the prototype 

has a rated voltage of 27 kV. In the commercial productions from manufacturers, a 12 kV VI and a 27 kV VI share 

the same vacuum bottles and same machanism drives, which means the parasitic parameters in 12 kV can be 

applied in the 27 kV VI. In [29], the parasitic capacitance, the inductance and the resistance are connected in 

series, which are with the value of 0.2 nF, 50 nH and 50 Ω, respectively. 

The dielectric strength of the VI is a very important parameter for the analysis of switching transients [32]. When 

the TIV absolute value exceeds the insulation strength during the interruption process, the VI might not withstand 

the TIV and a restrike could occur. The insulation strength (Ub) of the VI depends on the gap distance (s) when 

s≥5 mm, which is shown as (9) [33], f and α are parameters depending on the geometry of the coplanar profile, 

where f is 30 kV/ (mm)α and α is 0.45. The dynamic gap distance (s) can be obtained as (10). 
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Figure 2-4 VI state transitions 

 

The DC CB operates as soon as it receives the trip signal. The actuator operating delay (ts) is 1 ms. During the 

first millisecond of the actuator opening operation, the actuator experiences pre-tightening force and the gap 

distance remains zero during this period. Afterwards, the contacts separate very quickly with a velocity of 3 m/s 

(C), and the gap distance increases linearly until the moving contact hits the damper. 

 
 

Ub(s)=f sα (9) 

 

s = C(t − ts ) (10) 

 

The dynamic gap distance is modelled by making use of the dielectric strength. Once the TIV exceeds the dynamic 

dielectric strength, the VI cannot withstand the TIV and a re-ignition occurs. If the TIV does not exceed the 

dielectric strength during the interruption, the VI will remain in open state.  

The vacuum arc is not stable when conducting a low current. The chopping current represents the current through 

the interrupter required for an arc to be sustained. The chopping current of the VI mainly depends on the contact 

material. The chopping current of Cu/Cr contacts varies in the range 3-8 A [34][35]. In this deliverable, a 

reasonable chopping current is chosen with the value of 5 A. Above this current, the interrupter switch model 

remains in the closed state. If the VI current drops below the chopping level, the VI is assumed to chop immediately 

and switch to the open state.  

 

2.5.2 SA CAPACITANCE 

SA capacitance has a non-negligible effect on the resonant circuit in the VARC circuit breaker. If the capacitance 

of a relevant reference SA block is known, the capacitance of blocks of other sizes can also be estimated based 

on series connection of capacitances for higher voltage, and parallel connection for higher energy absorption 

capacity. As a reference, the capacitance of a cylindrical zinc oxide SA block with diameter 75 mm and height 23 
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mm is approximately 1.0 nF [38]. For comparison with other SAs, one cm3 of SA is taken to maximally dissipate 

around 200 J before let to cool down. 

For the reference block with dimensions diameter 75 mm and height 23 mm, the voltage during fault current 

suppression is 5.75 kV. Based on this data, relationships between SA capacitance, maximum dissipated energy 

and discharge voltage can be derived. Let the voltage across the SA be labelled U, the maximum dissipated 

energy be W, the total height of the blocks per column h, and the total cross-sectional area of all SA columns be 

A. The area of the reference block, which is assumed to be proportional to the capacitance, is 44 cm2. This is 

correct as the SAs are made up by a number of independent SA columns. Each of the SA column consists of a 

number of ZnO disks. The ZnO have the same shape as cylinder. As a result, the area is proportional to the 

capacitance.  

The height of the column can be expressed as ℎ = 𝑈/(5.75 kV) ⋅ 23 mm and the maximum dissipated energy W 

gives an estimate of the area according to 𝑊 = 𝐴ℎ ⋅ 200 J/cm3. 

The estimate of the capacitance is then C = (𝐴/44 cm2)(23 mm/ℎ) ⋅ 1.0 nF. 

As an example, consider a 320 kV circuit breaker where a breaker operation at maximum current results in an 80 

MJ energy to be dissipated and that the breaker can perform two operations in quick succession. If there are four 

modules in the breaker, the SA in each module needs to keep a voltage of 120 kV during suppression. The energy 

is divided between the four modules, so the energy per module for two operations is 40 MJ. Some margin for 

effects such as uneven current distribution in the stack is then taken in the dimensioning of the maximum energy 

dissipation. With a 20% margin, the maximum energy dissipation capacity is 48 MJ. The column height and area 

are then estimated according to the above as 480 mm and 5000 cm2 respectively. The estimated capacitance is 

then 5.4 nF. 

 

 MODEL VERIFICATION 

2.6.1 TEST CIRCUIT FOR DC CB MODEL VERIFICATION 

A VARC DC CB module prototype with a designed current interruption capability of 10 kA and TIV of 40 kV, see 

Table 2-2, was constructed by SCiBreak for testing within the PROMOTioN EU-project. The prototype of the 

tested module is shown in Figure 2-5 [26]. A series of tests were carried out in 2018 at DNV GL KEMA laboratories 

in Arnhem, including short-circuit interruption tests in both current directions and a nominal current interruption 

test. 
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Figure 2-5 Prototype of VARC DC CB 

 

The DC CB test circuit was supplied by AC short-circuit generators operated at low power frequency, 16.7 Hz. A  

simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2-6 a) [26]. The test circuit was energized by the 16.7 Hz AC 

voltage source in series with a making switch (MS) and an equivalent inductor (Leq). A master breaker is (MB) is 

used to ensure that no more than one half-cycle is conducted through the breaker during a test . A short-circuit is 

applied at making angle 𝜃 on the source voltage waveform to ensure quasi-dc voltage during the entire current 

interruption process. After a short-circuit current starts to flow, a trip signal was sent to the VARC DC CB to start 

the current interruption process. The test circuit parameters for the tests at 10.6 kA are shown in Table 2-3. The 

parameters are particularly valid for the 27 kV prototype example tested in the KEMA lab. 

 
Figure 2-6 a) Equivalent circuit for DC CB tests b) VARC CB with parasitic parameters [26] 
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Table 2-2 Parameters of the tested 27 kV VARC CB module prototype 

VARC CB Parameters Label Unit Value 

SA clamping voltage  Vclamp kV 40 

Oscillation inductance Lp µH 19 

Oscillation capacitance Cp µF 2.5 

DC link capacitance CDC mF 3.7 

 

Table 2-3 Test circuit parameters 

Parameters Value 

AC source voltage amplitude 
(rms) 

6.8 kV 

Series reactor 9.8 mH 

Making angle, 𝜃  13° 

 

2.6.2 MODEL VERIFICATION 

Comparisons of the results from the earlier experiments and a simulation is shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8. 

In this particular test case, the trip signal is sent to the VARC DC CB at t = 0 ms, and the ultra-fast actuator starts 

to drive the separation of VI contacts. At t = 2.8 ms, the gap reaches a sufficient length to withstand the TIV, and 

the VSC is activated. Consequently, the current in the current injection branch starts to oscillate, and the amplitude 

increases gradually until a current-zero is created in the main interrupter VI, and the arc is extinguished. The initial 

pre-charged voltage across the capacitor CDC (VDC) is 1.6 kV, and it decreases gradually with the oscillation. As 

soon as the fault current is interrupted in the VI, the voltage VVI rises sharply and the peak of the VVI is 

approximately 47 kV. The very high frequency oscillation close to the current zero is due to the stray impedance 

of VI. The high frequency oscillation is superimposed on the voltage across the SA, which is limited by the 

clamping voltage of the SA. The clamping voltage of the SA is 40 kV. The current is commutated into the SA at 

t=3 ms. Thereafter, the energy is absorbed by the SA and the current gradually decreases towards zero. 
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Figure 2-7  Currents, comparison of simulation results and experimental results 

 

 
Figure 2-8 Voltages, comparison of simulation results and experimental results 

 

It can be seen that there are differences between the measured and simulated voltage after current interruption. 

This difference stems primarily from differences in I/V characteristics of the default SA model of PSCAD, and the 

physical devices used in the experiments. The motivation for retaining this SA model is to not introduce custom 

components into the modelling. By making use of measured current and voltages across the SA, the energy 
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absorption of the tested module is determined and verified by simulated results as shown in Figure 2-9. The slight 

difference in the energy absorption of around 2% again results from the differences in the characteristics of the 

SA model of PSCAD and that of the physical SA. Consequently, the difference in SA characteristics also leads to 

the difference in VVI after fault interruption. 

 

 
Figure 2-9 Energy, comparison of simulation results and experimental results 

 

Overall, the results of the simulations during current interruptiion are in good agreement with the values measured 

during the tests, apart from the response after inturruption which is dependent on the correct SA characteristic for 

which a 2% difference in the energy absorption can be observed. 

 

 INITIAL TRANSIENT INTERRUPTION VOLTAGE 

The ITIV across the VI at the instant of current-zero is of some interest, since it may impact the current interruption 

capability of the VI. Before the DC CB operates, the DC-link capacitor is pre-charged to 𝑉DC. By changing the 

direction of the output voltage of the VSC at each current-zero of the current injection branch current, a voltage 

step of size 2𝑉DC, and alternating polarity, is superimposed on the resonant circuit. The voltage across the Cp 

increases gradually as well as the amplitude of the oscillation current. In this way, the current zero can be 

generated with a low di/dt, which makes it easier for the VI to clear the fault current. The voltage across the current 

injection branch capacitor, and the peak voltage across it during the Nth half cycle can be calculated using (12) 

and (11) respectively. As the VI is connected in parallel with the oscillation circuit, the VI voltage at t=𝑡𝐼 (𝑉viI
) is 

(14). 

 

𝑉𝑛𝑝
= (2𝑁 − 1)𝑉DC (11) 

𝑉SA(𝑡) = (−1)𝑁𝑉DC + (−1)𝑁+1𝑉𝑛𝑝
cos(𝜔𝑡 − 𝑁𝜋) (12) 

𝑡I = sin−1(𝐼f 𝐼OSC(𝑡I)⁄ ) (13) 
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𝑉𝑣𝑖𝐼
= 𝑉𝑆𝐴(𝑡𝐼) (14) 

 

 
Figure 2-10 The relationship between fault currents and ITIV 

 

The ITIV is determined by the fault current 𝐼f, the DC link capacitor voltage, 𝑉DC, and interruption instant, 𝑡I. ITIVs 

corresponding to interruption of different levels of fault current, with the same type of breaker main circuit, are 

shown in Figure 2-10. After several half-cycles of oscillation, the oscillating current in the current injection branch 

is sufficient to generate a current zero-crossing in the VI. When the fault current increases from 1 kA to 2.3 kA, 

the ITIV across the VI changes from -5 kV to approximately 0 kV. In each interval from 1-8, the ITIV decreases 

from a maximum value to zero when a fault current increase. 

The VI can withstand -20 kV easily in steady state. When the current through the VI reaches zero crossing, the 

ITIV across VI increases promptly as a step voltage. This is a challenge for the VI in the VARC DC CB. For now, 

no results have been published regarding the rising rate of the ITIV. However, the negative spike of ITIV should 

be kept as low as possible. 

This peak value of ITIV not only depends on the fault current but it also depends on the Lp and Cp which define 

the oscillation current frequency. The voltage across VSC in the experiment is measured after the DC CB is 

triggered. While the voltage across VSC in the simulation is measured throughout the time of the interruption 

process. 
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 CONCLUSION 

The VARC DC CB provides a promising solution for DC current interruption. Since the oscillation current amplitude 

in the circuit breaker gradually increases every half cycle, until a zero-crossing occurs, the worst-case current 

slope at current-zero significantly is limited for both the nominal current interruption and the short-circuit 

interruption. This procedure provides conditions for a reliable current interruption in the mechanical switch. The 

complexity of the phenomena governing high-frequency interruption in vacuum prevents the developed model to 

be used as a deterministic model for the interruption. The VARC DC CB model can, however, be used for 

overvoltage analysis, fast transient analysis and re-ignition performance analysis. These phenomena play a very 

important role during dc current interruption and as such it can be used to study the effect of current interruption 

in an actual network topology, and how different network parameters affect the DC CB. Meanwhile, the parasitic 

components existing in the circuit, which may have impacts on the transient performance during current 

interruption, can be calculated with the model.  

Simulations of the developed VARC DC CB model has been compared to measurements from the experimental 

results performed with the prototype design shown in Figure 2-5. The current waveforms obtained from the 

simulation studies show good agreement with the experimental results. A small difference can be seen in the VI 

voltage due to differences in the SA characteristic used in the simulation and the actual one resulting from the SA 

installed in the DC CB. The ITIV has been computed and analysed. The measured values resulting from the 

experiments are slightly lower than the computed results because of parasitic components. 
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3 SCALING OF VARC DC CB TO EHV  

 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the scaling of the VARC DC CB to a higher voltage level. The scaling has been provided 

by making use of a hypothetical 80 kV VARC DC CB submodule, the parameters of which are examined and 

described in deliverable 6.9. Three different topologies for the implementation of HV VARC DC CB using SCiBreak 

are introduced. The performance of the proposed topologies is investigated and compared for different scenarios 

including load and fault current interruption with and without parasitic parameters of the SA and VI. The limitations 

in terms of current interruption, voltage distribution, overvoltage across particular modules and energy absorption 

in the SAs are analysed based on simulations only. We have to point out that the physical prototype VARC DC 

CB that has been used and tested in PROMOTioN and also was analysed in this report in chapter 2 is with a 

voltage level of 27 kV. The scaling of the DC CB to a 320 kV is performed by making use of four modules with 80 

kV each. Regarding the series combination, there is always the issue of proper voltage distribution across the 

individual modules. We have to point out that, especially at fast and very fast voltage transients, the actual built 

topology plays an important role and the different stray capacitances to earth play a crucial role. This is because 

during the fast transients some VIs are more stressed than others and may cause restrike. We need to point out 

that the dielectrical issue on the VI is not considered in this chapter as the goal of the chapter was to investigate 

only the performance of the scaled modules with respect to successful current interruption.  

 

 STRUCTURE AND CONTROL LOGIC OF SCIBREAK VARC DC CB 

The structure and the performance of the SCiBreak VARC DC CB is discussed in [36]. A VI is deployed as the 

current interrupting element in the breaker. The current-zero in the interrupter is created by using a VSC and a 

resonant circuit connected parallel to the main VI, see Figure 2-1The VSC ramps up the amplitude of an oscillating 

current by successive changes of its voltage polarity. At some instant, the magnitude of this oscillatory current 

reaches the magnitude of the line/fault current, and then creates a current-zero inside the VI. Thereafter, the 

current is interrupted in the VI and it is commutated into the SA, whereby it is suppressed. Following a successful 

interruption, the DC CB main circuit is disconnected from the line by means of a residual current interrupter [37]. 

A current limiting inductance might need to be connected in series with the residual current interrupter to limit the 

rate of rise of fault current. 

 

In this report, the parameters of each VARC DC CB module are selected in a way to model a 80 kV DC CB with 

a rated continuous current of 2 kA and a rated interrupting fault current of 16 kA within about 3 ms from the trip 

command. The rating of the simulated 80 kV DC CB module is shown in Table 3-1, which is taken from deliverable 

6.9 [3]; the parameters of the module are provided by SciBreak . The exact parameters used for each 80 kV DC 

CB module are given in Table 3-2. The size of the dc-link capacitor, CDC, is chosen in a way that it contains enough 

energy to interrupt the rated fault current twice before it needs to be recharged, which is explained in [3]. The DC 
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current limiter LDC is connected in series with all CB modules, and its value is chosen in a way that fault current 

reaches 16 kA within 3 ms. 

 

Table 3-1 Rating of the simulated VARC DC CB modules 

Parameter Value 

Rated voltage 80 kV 

Rated continuous current 2 kA 

Rated interrupting current 16 kA 

 

Table 3-2 Parameters used in the PSCAD model of the VARC DC CB modules  

Parameter Value 

V_SA_Act (SA clamping voltage) 120 kV 

Capacitance across SA (Clamping voltages 120) 5.4 nF 

Lp (Resonant branch inductance) 125 µH 

Cp (Resonant branch capacitance) 2 µF 

Rp (Resonant branch resistance) 100 mΩ  

VDC (DC-link voltage) 6 kV 

CDC (DC-link capacitance) 4 mF 

t_Aux (Actuation time of residual breaker, both open and 
close) 

20 ms  

t_MB (Actuation time of main breaker, both open and close) 2.8 ms 

LDC 80 mH 

C_x3 (capacitance in the series RLC across the vacuum 
gap) 0.25 nF 

 C_y (voltage dividing capacitance) 
120 pF 

C_x2 (capacitance between module terminal to earth ) 
 

15 pF 

 
 

 TYPES OF MODULARIZED TOPOLOGIES 

Primarily, three types of topologies for the design and construction of a full HV VARC DC CB are interesting to 

analyse. These are shown in Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-3. The topology type I (Figure 3-1) is composed of series 

connection of four VARC DC CB 80 kV modules with their own SAs. Topology type II (Figure 3-2) utilizes an 
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alternative configuration of SAs, with one external SA (SA_B) connected across all the modules. Each module 

contains an internal SA (SA_A) in order to limit the voltage across it and to commutate a fault current into the 

large SA stack. Topology type III (Figure 3-3) uses yet another arrangement of the SAs, where the major part of 

the SA volume is connected across the VIs in each module. There is still, a smaller SA with a slightly higher 

protective voltage connected inside the current injection branch in order to limit the voltage across the capacitor 

and commutate the fault current into the SA connected across the VA. It should be noted that the performance of 

topology type I will also be investigated  with and without parasitic capacitances. The performance of these 

topologies will be analysed in the following sections. 

 
Figure 3-1 Topology Type I for HV VARC DC CB 

 

 
Figure 3-2 Topology Type II for HV VARC DC CB - One SA connected across all the modules 

 

 
Figure 3-3 Topology Type III of HV VARC DC CB - One SA connected across each module 
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3.3.1 DEMONSTRATION CIRCUIT 

The demonstration circuit is shown in Figure 3-4, and the values of its parameters are summarized in Table 3-3.  

The demonstration circuit is similar to the one used in task 6.9 where the performance of 80 kV DC CB was 

investigated based on simulations.  In this case, we use the same topology in order to investigate the performance 

of the scaled 320 kV DC CB with respect to voltage share among different modules.   

 
Figure 3-4 Demonstration circuit 

 

Table 3-3 Demonstration circuit parameters 

Parameter Value 

Vdc 320 kV 

Rdc 100 mΩ 

DC cable 1 10 km frequency dependent (phase) model 

DC cable 2 10 km frequency dependent (phase) model 

Rf (low impedance) 100 mΩ 

Rf (high impedance) 50 Ω (Determine to give sufficiently high current) 

Rload (rated load) 160 Ω (Suggested value to give required load current, but may be 

different depending on DC CB rating) 

 

 TOPOLOGY TYPE I 

3.4.1 TOPOLOGY TYPE I - FAULT CURRENT INTERRUPTION WITHOUT CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

In this section, the simulated results are presented regarding the performance of topology Type I under fault 

current interruption condition  and they are presented in Figure 3-5. Figure 3-5(a), illustrates signals including 

protection system trip command Kgrid, opening command of the VI MB, opening command of the residual current 

switch RCB, and IGBTs gate control signal G. Considering each VARC DC CB module, 3 ms after receiving trip 

command at t = 0.1 s, the VSC is activated by the firing pulses G and an oscillating current is injected in the VI. 

As the fault current rises, the magnitude of the oscillating current injected into the VI increases until it reaches the 

magnitude of the fault current. At this instant, a current zero is created and the VI interrupts the fault current. After 

the interruption of the fault current in the VI, the current is commutated into the SA and it is supressed to near 

zero value over about 9 ms. In the next step, the residual switch is opened at t=0.12 s and the fault are completely 

cleared. Control signals, voltages, currents and energy dissipated in the SA are the same for all the modules. The 

TIV across the VIs is 125 kV, and the energy absorbed by SA is 7.9 MJ in each submodule. There are four 

submodules in series, as a result, the total energy absorption is 31.6 MJ. We should point out that in reality, the 
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SA elements and the passive elements may have slightly different characteristics and values because of imperfect 

production, and the control signals may be executed at slightly different time instants. This will also result in slightly 

diferrent voltage shares along the modules and different energy absorbtions. For small changes in parameters 

these difference are not expected to be large, however, in case of very fast transients, higher non-linear 

distribution will  be expected.  

 

  

  
Figure 3-5 Performance of 320 kV VARC DC CB topology Type I under fault current interruption condition 

 

3.4.2 TOPOLOGY TYPE I - LOAD CURRENT INTERRUPTION WITHOUT CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

The performance of topology Type I under 2 kA load current interruption condition is shown in Figure 3-6. As it 

can be seen, the performance of all the modules under the fault current condition is the same. Since the interrupted 

load current is much lower than the fault current, the current passing through the VI is interrupted just after one 

cycle of the oscillating current and it is suppressed in the SAs over about 1 ms. The TIV across the VIs is 115 kV, 

and the energy absorbed by the SA is 55 kJ per module. During the current interruption, the capacitor Cp was 

charged to a high voltage. Even though the fault current is interrupted and the residual switch is open, the capacitor 
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Cp will still discharge through the SA. This is due to the characteristic of the SA, the leakage current is very small 

and the energy abosrption will be constant after the capacitor has discharged in around 0.4 s.Compared to the 

fault current interruption case, the TIVs and the dissipated energy in the SAs are lower in this case. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Figure 3-6 Performance of 320 kV VARC DC CB topology Type I under load current interruption condition 

 
 
 

3.4.3 PERFORMANCE OF TOPOLOGY TYPE I FAULT CURRENT INTERRUPTION CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

The performance of topology Type I considering parasitic parameters under fault current interruption condition is 

shown in Figure 3-7.  Here, the same notations and operating conditions are used as in section 3.3.1. Once the 

current is suppressed, the residual switch is opened at t = 0.12 s and the fault is completely cleared. One can 

note that the control signals, the voltages, the currents and the energy dissipated in the SA are the same for all 

the modules. The TIV across the vacuum interrupter is 125 kV, and the energy absorbed by the SA is 7.9 MJ for 

each module. We have to point out that theoretically scaling can be performed by making used of different number 

of submodules depending on the nominal voltage level of the submodule.  However, from a practical point of view, 
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it will be more likely to use four submodules of 80 kV rather than twelve submodules with 27 kV. The reason for 

this is that four submodules may occupy considereably smaller amount of space than twelve submodules.  

 

  

 
 

Figure 3-7 Performance of Topology Type I (v1) considering parasitic components under fault current interruption 

condition.  

 

However, the current impulses in the stray capacitors can be seen in Figure 3-8 upon the fault where high-

frequency oscillation is also observed. As the parasitic parameters are mentioned above, the oscillations caused 

by the stray components are measured in the simulation. This oscillation begins after the residual switch is opened 

and lasts for 5 ms. The current flow through stray capacitors are with very small value in the order of 2.5 A. Above 

all, the small and fast oscillations caused by stray components have very little impact on the current interruption. 

This shows that there is very little difference between the results when using parasitic capacitance and without it. 

However, we have to point out that in case of very fast transients like lightning, parasitic capacitance will play an 

important role as the voltage across the modules will be not equally distributed and therefore, it will be important 

to keep them in the model.  
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Figure 3-8 VI Parasitic Grounding Capacitors Current 

 

Finally, Figure 3-9 shows a comparision of the results with and without using parasitic capacitances. Even though 

the results are generally the same, there is obvious slight difference between both, that mainly results from the 

osicllations caused by the parasitic capacitors. We have to point out that during very fast transients this may have 

large impact on the simulation results.  

 

 
 

Figure 3-9 Comparision of the 80 kV model (current, single module voltage and the voltage across all DC CB) 

with and without parasitic capacitance.  
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3.4.4 PERFORMANCE OF TOPOLOGY TYPE I LOAD CURRENT INTERRUPTION CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

The performance of topology Type I considering parasitic parameters under load current interruption condition is 

shown in Figure 3-10. As it can be seen, the performance of all the modules under fault current condition is the 

same. Since the amplitude of the interrupted load current is much lower than that of the fault current, the current 

passing through the VI is interrupted just after the one cycle of the injected current and it is suppressed in the 

arrester over about 1 ms. The TIV and the SA absorbed energy is 115 kV and 55 kJ respectively, which is lower 

than in the case of fault current interruption.  

 

 
 

 
  

Figure 3-10 Performance of Type I considering parasitic components under load current interruption condition 

 

 PERFORMANCE OF TOPOLOGY TYPE II CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

The performance of Topology Type II considering parasitic components with clamping voltages of the SAs (SA_A) 

increasing to 120 kV is shown in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-11 a) summarizes the same parameters as described in 

the section of Topology type I. The trip command is also provided at the same time which is t=0.1 s, and the VSC 

is activated 3 ms later resulting in injection of an oscillating current in VI. As the fault current rises, when the 

magnitude of the oscillating current reaches the magnitude of the fault current, a current zero is created and the 

VI interrupts the fault current. Thereafter, the current is commutated into both the external SA and the resonant 

branch SA, and it is supressed to near zero value over about 9 ms. In the next step, the residual current switch is 

opened at t=0.12 s and the fault are completely cleared. The TIV across each VI is 1.5 p.u.  
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Figure 3-11 Performance of Topology Type II considering parasitic components - Clamping voltage for the external 

SA is 480 kV, whereas the clamping voltage of the SAs in the current injection branch is 120 kV. 

 

The clamping voltages of the internal SAs are increased to (120 /140 /160 kV). These cases are presented in the 

following section. The equivalent clamping voltage across the DC CB is set to 1.5 times rated system voltage. 

 

Table 3-4 Resonant branch parameters of VARC DC CB modules 

Resonant Branch Parameters Label Unit 120kV 140kV 160kV 

Resonant branch resistance R1 mΩ 
125 145.8 166.7 

Resonant branch inductance L1 µH 95 110.8 126.7 

Resonant branch capacitance C1 µF 2.72 2.33 2.04 

Clamping voltage of SA_A VSA kV 120 140 160 

DC-link voltage VDC kV 6 7 8 

 

The performance of Topology Type II considering parasitic components with the internal SA clamping voltage of 

140 kV is shown in Figure 3-12. After the interruption of the fault current in the VI, the current is commutated into 
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the external SA whilst the internal SA current remains zero during this time. However, there is an overshoot of the 

TIV which can be seen during the commutation period, and it reaches a 1.6 p.u. voltage level for each VI.  

 

  

  
Figure 3-12 The performance of Topology Type II considering parasitic components. Clamping voltage for the 

external SA is 480kV, whereas the clamping voltage of the SAs in the current injection branch is 140 kV. 

 

The performance of Topology Type II by taking into account the parasitic components shows the clamping 

voltages of the SAs (SA_A) in the resonant branch up to 160 kV as it is shown in Figure 3-13. After current 

interruption in the VI, the current is commutated into the external SA whilst the resonant branch SA current remains 

zero during this period of time. During the commutation period, a high frequency oscillation is observed, the 

frequency of which is about 70 kHz, and this oscillation is due to the exponential decay of the injected current in 

the network. It is due to the stray impedance of VI. Similarly, there is an overshoot in the TIV that can be seen 

during the commutation period, which is around 1.65 p.u. for each VI. 
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Figure 3-13 Performance of Topology Type II considering parasitic components - Clamping voltage for the external 

SA is 480 kV, whereas the clamping voltage of the SAs in the current injection branch is 160 kV. 

 PERFORMANCE OF TOPOLOGY TYPE III CONSIDERING PARASITIC COMPONENTS 

The performance of Topology Type III considering parasitic components with clamping voltages of the SAs (SA_A) 

in the resonant branch increases to 120 kV is shown in Figure 3-14.  The same notations and the operating 

conditions are used for this topology like in the case of previous two topologies. After current interruption in the 

VI, the current is commutated into the both SAs across VI and resonant branch SA, and it is supressed to near 

zero over about 9 ms. In the next step, the residual switch is opened at t=0.12 s and the fault is completely cleared. 

The TIV across each vacuum interrupter is 1.6 p.u. 
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Figure 3-14 Performance of Topology Type III considering parasitic components - Clamping Voltages: SA across 

VI= 120 kV / SA in Resonant Branch= 120 kV 

 

The performance of Topology Type III by considering parasitic components with clamping voltages of the SAs 

(SA_A) in the resonant branch increases to 140 kV as shown in Figure 3-15. After the interruption of the fault 

current in the VI, the current is commutated into the SA across III while the resonant branch SA current remains 

zero during this time. However, there is an overshoot of the TIV which can be seen during the commutation period. 

and it reaches a 125 kV voltage level for each VI. 
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Figure 3-15 Performance of Topology Type III considering parasitic components - Clamping Voltages: SA across 

VI= 120 kV / SA in Resonant Branch= 140 kV 

 

The performance of Topology Type III taking into account the  parasitic components with clamping voltages of the 

SAs (SA_A) in resonant branch up to 160 kV is shown in Figure 3-16. After current interruption in the VI, the 

current is commutated into the SA across VI while the resonate branch SA current remains during this period of 

time. During the commutation period, a high frequency oscillation takes place and this oscillation is due to the 

exponential decay of the injected current in the network. The difference in oscillation amplitude is because of the 

different parasitic capacitance acorss the internal SAs. The overshoot in the TIV that can be seen during the 

commutation period for this topology is around 125 kV for each VI. 
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Figure 3-16 Performance of Topology Type III considering parasitic components - Clamping Voltages: SA across 

VI=120 kV / SA in Resonant Branch=160 kV 

 

 VARC DC CB WITH DIFFERENT VOLTAGE GRADING CIRCUIT 

Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 shows the fault current interruption performance for different internal SA clamping 

voltages and associated energy absorption by the external SA for the topologies II and III, respectively. When all 

the modules operate at the same time, topology II and topology III have the same performance. Hence, only one 

group of results is shown, which are the results from Topology Type II. Figure 3-17 can be also representative of 

the results of Topology Type III. 

 

 
Figure 3-17 . Comparison of VI voltages and line currents for different clamping voltages for topology II as shown 

in Figure 3-2 . 
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The described topologies in Figure 3-2 consist of four 80 kV modules connected in series. The clamping voltages 

of the internal SAs in each module are 120 kV, 140 kV and 160 kV, respectively. The clamping voltage of the 

external SA is 1.5×320 kV = 480 kV. In case when the internal clamping voltage of each module is 120 kV, the 

internal SAs absorbs 15.4 MJ, whilst the absorption of the external SA is 18.3 MJ. For clamping voltages of 140 kV 

and 160 kV, the external SA absorbs almost all the energy whilst the energy absorption by the internal SAs is 

negligible. By increasing the clamping voltage from 120 kV to 140 kV, the current interruption time decreases and 

the absorbed energy decreases to 33.7 MJ and 32.6 MJ respectively. Furthermore, when the clamping voltage is 

160 kV, both the interruption time and the absorbed energies remain the same. The energy absorption in this 

case is 32.5 MJ. 

 

 
Figure 3-18 Comparison of external SA energy absorption for different clamping voltages for topology II as shown 

in Figure 3-2 . 

 

 INHERENT REDUNDANCY THROUGH MODULARIZATION 

The VARC DC CB can be adapted for higher voltage level, through series connection of several DC CB modules. 

The modules of the circuit breaker operate independently. This provides a natural means of introducing 

redundancy in the circuit breaker at a basic level by dimensioning all components in the breaker modules to be 

capable of successfully clearing faults in the case that one module in the stack fails to operate. An example of 

where this dimensioning is very tangible is in the energy dissipation capacity of the SAs in each module. For a 

low number of modules, the total energy increases dramatically in case of failure of one module to operate. 

Since the VARC DC CB consists of a string of independent modules, failure in one of the breaker modules to 

commutate into the SA and create a counter-voltage does not imply failure of the full breaker to neutralize the 
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fault or to suppress the fault current. In order to suppress the fault current, the TIV of the breaker needs to be 

large enough, and the SAs need to be able to dissipate the energy resulting from the interruption. The conditions 

under which these criteria are met, even in the case that one module fails to contribute to the suppression of the 

fault current, will be attempted to make clear in this subsection. 

If the circuit breaker consists of 𝑁 breaker modules, of which one fails during a breaking operation, the other N-1 

modules will be required to generate their TIV independently of the failed one. The TIV of the breaker during 

suppression will therefore change 𝑁 by a factor (N − 1)/N. This amounts to a reduction in TIV by 8% if N𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 =

12, which still is larger than the system voltage if the rated TIV of the breaker is 50% higher than the system 

voltage. The dissipated energy in the circuit breaker is the integral of the TIV of the breaker times the current 

through it during the suppression time. With a constant breaker operating time, the fault current at the time of fault 

neutralization is also constant. The two things that change if one module is left out during the suppression is 

therefore the slope of the current during suppression, or equivalently the duration of the suppression, and the TIV 

of the full breaker. 

The slope of the current during suppression depends on the change in difference between TIV of the breaker and 

the system voltage. The ratio between the breaker TIV and the system voltage is for good reason typically taken 

as 1.5 but will in what follows be denoted as k, in order to make the impact of the parameter clear. For the case 

when there is a strong driving voltage and a constant series inductance, the total dissipated energy during an 

operation per module changes by a factor [1 − k/(N(k − 1))]
−1

 when an 𝑁-module breaker is forced to operate 

as an (N − 1)-module breaker. A breaker consisting of 12 modules will require a 33% overdesign of the SA in 

order to stay within a safe area of operation in the case that one module fails. HVDC converter voltage drop during 

the fault amounts to a temporary increase in the factor 𝑘, and therefore decreases the overload on the SAs, so 

that the expression above corresponds to a severe case for the breaker. Since failures of a module are expected 

to occur extremely rarely, a 33% energy margin could well coincide with a design margin that is already in place, 

so that the redundancy comes without additional component cost of the breaker. For a breaker with a lower 

number of modules, the redundancy could, if desired, instead be accomplished by means of an additional module 

in the breaker that normally does not operate. Such a module can give the ability to reduce the energy stress on 

the functioning modules, at the expense of a slightly longer suppression time in the case of a module failure. It 

should also be noted that if the breaker is designed to operate several times in quick succession, the 33% 

becomes an even smaller part of the rated energy dissipation capability of the SA stack. A fixed module voltage 

has been chosen for this deliverable for the sake of not complicating the analysis. In practice, however, a sufficient 

(>6) number of modules would be desired, in order to make use of the built-in redundancy. It needs to point out 

that the VARC CB prototype built in PROMOTioN project is 27 kV. For the future implementation in the HVDC 

grid or EHVDC grid, the scaling of VARC CB will not only connect modules in series but also increase the rated 

voltage of each module. For 320 kV system voltage, a module TIV of 120 kV would give suitable numbers of 

modules. For voltages in excess of 500 kV, a maximum desirable module voltage of 80 kV would be used, so that 

a circuit breaker for 1100 kV would be constructed from 14 modules. 

This section will show simulated results from interruption with a reduced number of modules as well as compare 

different configurations of SAs in the breaker. 
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3.8.1 INTERRUPTING FAULT CURRENT WITH A REDUCED NUMBER OF MODULES 

Figure 3-19 illustrates the scenario of a circuit breaker consisting of four modules, with one of them failing to 

operate. The effect of the above scenarios can be visualized by taking into consideration the healthy 4-

module -and a 5-module topology. Hence, the comparison performance of DC CB with 3 submodules, 4 

submodules and 5 submodules, respectively, is shown in Figure 3-20. 

 

 
Figure 3-19 Four modules connected in series, with failure in one module during breaker operation. 

 

In this section, the fault current neutralization with DC CBs consisting of different number of modules are 

compared. The objective of this section is to make a comparison when there is one module failing to interrupt the 

fault. 

 
Figure 3-20 Comparison of fault current neutralization with circuit breakers consisting of different number of 

modules, with one module failing to contribute to suppression of the fault current.  
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Figure 3-21 Comparison of fault current neutralization with circuit breaker of 5 modules, with one module failing 

to contribute to suppression of the fault current 

 

The traces are labelled by the number of modules that are acting. For example, “M3” indicates that the design is 

with 4 modules, so that each module generates 480/4 kV during suppression. The bottom left plot shows the 

voltage per module, whereas the top right plot shows the total voltage across the circuit breaker. The large 

differences in total breaking energies are made visible in the bottom right plot. 

Figure 3-21 illustrates the scenario of 5 modules with a defective module. The effect of the above scenarios can 

be visualized by taking into consideration of the healthy 4 module and a 5 module topology. Hence, the 

comparison performance of DC CB with 4 submodules and 5 submodules, respectively, is shown in Figure 3-21. 

 

3.8.2 ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS OF SURGE ARRESTERS.  

Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23 illustrates the two topologies, which can provide the module redundancy. The 

advantage of topology II is that when all modules work well, the external SA will dissipate all energy. In this case, 

the design of SAs inside the module is not affected by the energy. Furthermore, when one module fails to operate, 

the external SA will dissipate the energy with the SAs inside the module. However, in the case of topology III, 

possible issues from the SA capacitance inside the breaker module can be mitigated and when one SA fails to 

operate, the other SAs can still dissipate the energy. Both topologies have drawback that they require the use of 

additional SA. For topology III, when one module fails to operate, the other four external SAs will conduct the 

current and the SA voltage is then determined by the I-V characteristic of the SA. The most probable failure will 

be VI break down during the voltage rise time. In this case, this failed module will be seen as short circuit. There 
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are two types of topologies as we mentioned, the rest of modules are connected. These two types of topologies 

have different performance during current suppression. 

 

 
Figure 3-22 Topology II: Effects of failure in one of 5 modules, with one external SA across the entire module 

string. 

 

 
Figure 3-23 Topology III: Effects of failure in one of five modules, with external SA across each module.  

 

 CONCLUSION 

For topologies Type II and Type III, with the increase of the clamping voltage of the energy absorption branch SA, 

a voltage oscillation with a frequency about 70 kHz appears on TIV, and by increasing the clamping voltage  from 

140 kV to 160 kV, the oscillation amplitude increases from 0.1 p.u to 0.15 p.u. In the case of topology Type III, by 

increasing the clamping voltage from 120 kV to 140 kV, the current interruption time decreases, and the energy 

absorbed of the internal SAs decreases accordingly. When the clamping voltage increases to 160 kV, the 

interruption time and the energy absorption remain the same. As a result, there is no need to design the clamping 

voltage of internal SA higher than the external SA. It is worth pointing out that the interruption time is the same for 

all three topologies when they have the same SA rated voltage. The VARC DC CB can be implemented for higher 

voltage levels by connecting breaker modules in series. Topology III shows better performance as the voltage 

and the energy absorption is equally distributed among the modules. The fast transients are investigated with the 

grading capacitor with the value of 120 pF and the grading resistor with the value of 40 MΩ. The impact of the 

lightning impulse strikes on the cascaded CB will be done in the future work. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION OF VARC DC CB IN A 
FOUR-TERMINAL MTDC GRID  

 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the performance of the scaled VARC DC CB model in an MTDC benchmark grid defined in WP2 

is investigated. The study is related to DC CB current interruption performances and the interaction of the DC CB 

with the grid for different scenarios, which are jointly defined with tasks 6.7 and 6.10. For the selected cases, it is 

investigated the ability of the DC CB to interrupt faults, the energy absorption of the DC CB’s SA and the generated 

voltages at the converter terminals after current interruption. Additionally, it is being observed whether or not the 

converter blocks upon selected contingency. Finally, for the analysed network, a general analysis is provided 

regarding the performance of the DC CBs for the selected cases. Some observations are shared about which link 

may be most vulnerable upon occurrence of a particular fault on a  particular location for the studied cases. 

Concerning the complexity of the DC CB design, some ideas for possible future work are proposed.   

 

 4-TERMINAL MTDC GRID 

4.2.1 MTDC GRID TOPOLOGY 

Figure 4-1 shows the four-terminal DC grid network that will be studied in this chapter and will be used to 

investigate the SciBreak DC CB interruption performance. The network is a ±320 kV symmetrical monopole 

consisting of of four DC cables and four  half-bridge MMCs. Each MMC  is interfaced to with a 400 kV AC network. 

The system configuration is a symmetrical monopole supplied with cable connections in which the DC-link 

operating voltage is ±320 kV that utilizes a half-bridge VSC. The size of the series inductor is 100 mH for each 

connection as agreed within WP6. 

The distances between converter 1 and 3, converter 1 and 4 and converter 1 and 2 are 350 km, 300 km and 175 

km, respectively. The distance between the converter 3 and 4 is the shortest and it is 100 km.  

In the studied network, converters 3 and 4 inject power to the DC side and converters 1 and 2 are absorb power 

accordingly. The data of this network are shown in Table 4-1. 

The internal protection settings of the converters are adopted as follows: the MMC will be blocked when the arm 

current magnitude of any arm exceeds 1.6 p.u. In this case, the IGBT’s will be turned off in order to be protected 

against thermal failure. The MMC will also be blocked when its output voltage drops lower than 0.8 p.u. The 

converter will be de-blocked after the arm currents and pole voltages are restored to their permissible values, 

which are: for arm current 1.4 p.u. and  for pole voltage > 0.825 p.u. Failure to meet these requirements will 

activate AC protection. If the restoration requirements are not realized during 20 ms after MMC blocking, a trip 

signal is sent to the AC side circuit. 
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Figure 4-1  Benchmark network (adopted from WP2) 

 

Table 4-1 four-terminal DC network parameters 

Parameter Converters 

MMCs 1 MMC 2 MMC 3 MMC 4 

Active power 500 MW 500 MW 500 MW 500 MW 

Control 

mode 

PVdc PQ PVdc PQ 

Reactive 

power 

100 MVAR 100 MVAR 100 MVAR 100 MVAR 

DC link Voltage ±320 kV 

Rated power 1256 MW 

Number of SMs per arm 400 

Arm capacitance Carm 22 µF 

Arm reactor Larm 42 mH 

Arm resistance Rarm 500 mΩ 

AC converter voltage 400 kV 

Transformer leakage 

reactance 

0.18 p.u 

AC grids and windfarms 

AC grids voltage 400 kV 

 

 INTRODUCTION TO TEST CASES FOR DCCB PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION.  

 In order to carry out the DCCB performance characterization, the following 8 test cases are applied for each 

VARC DCCB topology: 

Three faults are applied on each cable, at 0%, 50% and 100% from the cable distance.  

For the distances of 0% and 50%, a pole-to-pole (P2P) fault is applied with the default fault resistance of 10 mΩ. 

For a 100% distance, a 10 mΩ pole-to-ground (P2G) fault is applied on the positive pole. Even though P2P is the 

fault with the highest amplitude, P2G faults are also considered. The reason for this is that not only the amplitude 

but also the assymetry resulting from the P2G faults with respect to voltage drops and energy absorptions are 

observed.  
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The test case which produces the highest peak DCCB current is repeated with a 0.5 ms operation delay in actual 

trip signal sent to the DC CB  in order to see if a delayed operation results in a worse case scenario.  

The results of the DCCB and MMC variables are also obtained at the remote ends of the cable for each scenario. 

Figure 4-2 shows the variables of interest in this chapter.  

 

 
Figure 4-2 Location and labels of test case measurements.  

 

Here, the following convention for the variables is adopted. Index 𝑖 denotes the bus for which the variable refers 

to whilst index 𝑗 denotes the bus towards the variable is directed (direction). For example, 𝐼12 indicates the current 

in (DC CB12) with direction from bus 1 to bus 2 (implying it is a current in cable 12). Positive current direction of 

DC CBs and MMCs is always towards the centre of the cable. The signal 𝐵𝑙𝑘 denotes the converter status (0 = 

operational, 1 = blocked) while 𝐸𝑝/𝑛 denotes that the energy is absorbed by the DCCB on the positive/negative 

pole. The demonstration cases are shown in Table 4-2 and deal with the different types of faults and locations 

that should be eliminated by the DC CB. As it is jointly agreed with task 6.7 and 6.10, P2P and P2G faults on 

different locations (remote ends and cable middle) along the two cables are studied In this way, it is expected to 

provide enough information about expected fault current amplitudes and voltage drops at the converter buses. 

One should also note that case 7 is a repeated case of case 1 with an operational delay of 0.5 ms. In this way, 

delayed trip command is simulated, that may occur because of delayed communication or other matters. Case 8 

shows the backup protection operation in case of a selected DC CB failure.  
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Table 4-2 Demonstration cases 

Number Fault location Fault type Fault resistance 

 

Case 1 Cable 12 - 0km P2P 10 mΩ P2P12-0-0.01 

Case 2 Cable 12 – 87.5km P2P 10 mΩ P2P 12-50-0.01 

Case 3 Cable 12 - 175km P2G 10 mΩ P2G12-100-0.01 

Case 4 Cable 13 - 0km P2P 10 mΩ P2P13-0-0.01 

Case 5 Cable 13 - 175km P2P 10 mΩ P2P13-50-0.01 

Case 6 Cable 13 – 350km P2G 10 mΩ P2G13-100-0.01 

Case 7 Cable 12 – 0 km P2P+0.5ms delay 10 mΩ P2P12-0-0.01+0.5ms 

Case 8 Cable 12 – 0 km P2P 10 mΩ DCCB 12 permanently closed, 

fault cleared by DCCB 13, 

DCCB 14 and ACCB 1 

 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF VARC DC CB IN 4-TERMINAL DC GRID 

4.4.1 P2P  FAULT ON CABLE 12 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 1 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2P12-0-0.01)  

When a P2P fault occurs at the terminal of Cable 12, the bus voltage experiences a voltage drop that remains till 

the fault current is diverted to the SA as seen in Figure 4-3. Once the fault current is diverted, the voltage begins 

to oscillate. It is observed that bus 1 voltage has a higher amplitude of oscillation than bus 2 voltage. It can also 

be observed that the cable voltage oscillates at the instant when the fault current occurs. However, these 

oscillations are damped once the current is interupted.  

The MMC current rises to a value of 5.7 kA during the fault, and further rise is restricted due to the diverting the 

fault current to the SA. During a P2P fault, DC CB current I12 and I21 rises to values of 8.8 kA and 5.7 kA 

respectively. It should be noted that both converters remain in operation. The absorbed energies Ep12 and En12 

corresponding to DC CB12 SA is about 9.6 MJ, whilst absorbed energies Ep21 and En21 for the DC CB21 SA are 

less than the half of this energy.  
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Figure 4-3 P2P fault  on Cable 12 – 0 km with a fault resistance of 0.01Ω (Case 1) 

 

4.4.2 P2P FAULT AT THE MIDDLE OF CABLE 12 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01Ω (P2P12-50-0.01) 

Figure 4-4 corresponds to case 2 when a P2P fault occurs on a cable connected between bus 1 and 2 at 87.5 

km,  halfway from remoted buses. Just as in the previous example, DC CBs performs well and the MMC 2 currents 

rise to a value of 5.7 kA, the further rise of which is restricted due to diverting the fault current to the SA. For this 

case, DC CB currents I12 and I21 are 8.1 kA and 5.6 kA respectivelty. The energy absorbed by the DC CB12 and 

DC CB21 SAs   for the positive/negative pole are around 8.9 MJ and 4.0 MJ respectively.  
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Figure 4-4  P2P fault in Cable 12 - 175 km with a fault resistance of 10 mΩ (Case 2). 

 

4.4.3 P2G FAULT ON CABLE 12 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 2 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2G12-100-0.01) 

When a pole-to-ground fault occurs on cable 12 – 175 km, the DC CBs operate as soon as they receive the trip 

signal. As shown in Figure 4-5, the voltage at the negative pole of bus 2 (Vn2) drops sharply with a peak value up 

to -600 kV and continuously oscillated until the residual switch is open. The voltage at the positive pole of bus 2 

(Vp2) drops sharply around 0 kV. The voltage oscillations are generated by the parallel capacitor 𝐶𝑝 of DC CB, 

fault current limiter reactor and converter 2 bus inductance, arm reactor and arm capacitance. The oscillation 

frequency can be estimated by 𝑓 = 1/2𝜋√𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝐿𝐵𝑈𝑆 + 𝐿𝐷𝐶), where 𝐶𝑝 is 0.68 μF, 𝐿𝐵𝑈𝑆=10 mH and 𝐿𝐷𝐶=100 mH 

and it is calculated as 𝑓 ≈ 580 Hz. The oscillation frequency from the simulations is about 560 Hz, which verifies 

the estimation. The voltages of the positive and the negative pole of bus 1 drop slower because of the cable 

inductance. It can be seen that both voltages restore once the fault is isolated. Similarly, during the faulty period, 

the positive pole cable voltage between 1 and 2 (Vp12) oscillates around zero, and this oscillation is damped out 

once the DCCB opens. As a result, the MMC currents rise to 2 kA during the fault and the further rise is prevented 

due to the fact that the fault current is redirected to the SA. Similarly, the current in the DCCB12, I12 rises to a 

value of 7 kA and DCCB21, I21 reaches 2 kA.  The converters, for both buses, however, remain in operation during 

the fault and after the fault. It should be noted that the energy absorbed by the DCCB12 on the positive pole 

between the bus 1 and 2 (Ep12) is about 5.8 MJ. 
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Figure 4-5 P2G fault at bus 2 with fault resistance of 10 mΩ (Case 3). 

 

4.4.4 P2P FAULT ON CABLE 13 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 1 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2P13-0-0.01) 

Figure 4-6 corresponds to case 4 when a P2P fault occurs close to bus 1. Just as in the previous example, DC 

CBs perform well and the MMC currents rise till the fault current is diverted to the SA. For this case, DC CB I13 

and I31 are around 7 kA respectivelty. The energy absorbed by the DC CB13 and DC CB31 SAs for the 

positive/negative pole are around 6.5 MJ.  
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Figure 4-6 P2P fault at bus 1 with fault resistance of 10 mΩ (Case 4) 

 

4.4.5 P2P FAULT AT THE MIDDLE OF CABLE 13 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2P13-50-0.01) 

From Figure 4-7, it can be seen that when the P2P fault occurs on a cable halfway  between bus 1 and 3 (175 

km), there is around 100 kV voltage drop in the bus voltage and this decrease remains until the fault current is 

diverted into SA. Once the fault current is diverted, the voltage begins to oscillate. It is observed that bus 1 voltage 

has a slightly higher amplitude of oscillation than bus 3 voltage. Similarly, the cable voltages experience high-

frequency oscillations around zero during the fault current interruption process and these oscillations are damped 

once the current is interrupted.  

For this case, DC CB I31 and I13 are 7.8 and 6.8 kA respectively. The corresponding energy absorbtions for the 

DC CB31 and DC CB13 SAs  for the positive/negative pole are 7.0 MJ, and 4.5 MJ.  
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Figure 4-7 P2P fault in cable 13 at 150 km with fault resistance of 10 mΩ (Case 5). 

 

4.4.6 P2G FAULT ON CABLE 13 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 3 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2G13-100-0.01) 

Figure 4-8 shows the results of Case 6. It can be seen that when the P2G fault occurs on bus 3, the negative pole 

at bus 3 voltage (Vn3) oscillates with a peak value up to -500 kV and the negative pole at bus 1 voltage (Vn1) rises 

to -490 kV. Both voltages oscillate even after the fault is isolated. Cable 13 is isolated by the DC CB after the 

residual switch is open at t=1.02 s, whilst converter 3 is still connected to converter 4. As the bus voltage at bus 

3 drops during the current interruption process, the power flows from converter 4 to converter 3. The bus voltage 

oscillates between converter 3 and 4. The voltage oscillation frequency can be estimated by the equivalent circuit 

of the converter, which is 𝑓 = 1/2𝜋√𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑚 ∙ (2 3⁄ 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚 + 𝐿𝐵𝑈𝑆 + 𝐿𝐷𝐶)  [7], where 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑚 =42 mH and 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑚 =

22 μF. The estimated frequency is calculated as 𝑓 ≈ 90 Hz . The oscillation frequency resulting from the 

simulations is about 90 Hz, which verifies the estimation.The oscillation reaches the steady state at 1.1 s, as it 

can be seen from the simulations shown in Figure 4-8 (a). Similarly, during the faulty period, the positive pole 

cable voltage between 1 and 2 (Vp12) drops to zero. As a result, the MMC currents I1 rises to a value of 1 kA during 

the fault. This increase is restricted due to the transfer of the fault current into the SA. Similarly, the current that 

flows from bus 3 to bus 1 in DC CB (I31) rises to a value of 6 kA and the one from bus 1 to bus 3 in DC CB (I13) 

rises to a value of 5 kA. The converters for both buses, however, remain in operation during the fault and after 

the fault. It should be noted that the energy absorbed by the DC CB on the positive pole between the bus 1 and 

2 (Ep12) is about 3.0 MJ.  
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Figure 4-8 P2G fault at bus 3 with fault resistance of 10 mΩ (Case 6). 

 

4.4.7 P2P FAULT ON CABLE 12 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 1 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2P12-0-0.01) (A 

WORST CASE AND USING 0.5 MS DELAY) 

Figure 4-9 summarizes the case for a fault occurring near converter station 1 with a delay of 0.5 ms. When the 

fault occurs at bus 1 with the delayed operation of the CB, the voltage drops at both buses. The oscillation in the 

cable voltage is damped out once the current in DC CB reaches a zero value. The DC CB current I12 has an 

amplitude of 9.8 kA whilst current I21 reaches around 6.0 kA. The converters for both buses remain in operation 

during the fault. 

For this case, the energy absorbed by the DC CB 12 SA on the positive/negative pole is Ep12 is 11.4 MJ, whilst 

the energy absorbed by DC CB21 SA  Ep21 is 3.8 MJ.  
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Figure 4-9 P2P fault at bus 1 with fault resistance of 10 mΩ using 500 µs delay (Case 7) 

 

4.4.8 P2P FAULT ON CABLE 12 NEAR CONVERTER STATION 1 WITH FAULT RESISTANCE OF 0.01 Ω (P2P12-0-0.01 WITH 

DCCB 12 CLOSED) 

Figure 4-10 summarises the case for a fault on cable 12 close to converter station 1 when the corresponding DC 

CB on cable 12 remains closed. Due to a permanent closure of DC CB 12, MMC current continues to rise for 1 

ms after the expected triggered and leads to blocking of MMC 1 when the arm curren in the MMC reaches the 

permisseble value.  

As the power  through  MMC 3 via cable 13 is still supplied, MMC 3 voltage decreases and MMC 3 current rises 

accordingly. The current rise in cable 13 stops at t=1.006 s as the protection algorithm is used to activate DC CB 

13 and DC CB 14. In addition, the MMC 3 remains in unblocked state during the entire simulation. During the 

blocked state of the MMC1, it is observed that its submodule’s capacitanceis charged and discharged, which can 

be observed in the bus voltages Vp1 and Vn1. The DCCB current in cable 12 rises with a higher slope initially, 

which is then reduced after the current zero of cable current I13 is reached. The current in cable 12 is higher than 

the current in cable 13 due to the fault location and multiple infeed cables.  
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Figure 4-10 P2P fault at bus 1 with fault resistance of 10 mΩ with DCCB 12 permanently closed (Case 8)  

 
 
 

 CONCLUSION 

The VARC DC CB is implemented in a four-terminal network and its performances are observed through 

simulations. Seven simulation cases are studied in order to see the variation of the currents during the interruption 

of the VARC DC CB in the defined MTDC network. The eight case is the one that deals with a failure of the DC 

CB to operate, which finally results in converter blocking.  

 

From the performed analysis, it can be seen that the scaled VARC DC CB successfully interrupts all fault currents 

defined in the proposed cases. As it is expected, P2P faults are steeper and result in higher amplitudes than the 

P2G faults. The effect on the positive and the negative pole is the same, hence  the amplitudes of the fault currents 

and the energy absorptions are also the same. Whilst fault current amplitudes for the specific cases do not differ 

significantly, the fault location may have significant influence on the voltage oscillations. Generally, the fault 

currents are higher if they are closer to the converter buses. As the fault currents are promptly interrupted, 

converter currents are within the permissible limits and as such are not blocked. P2G faults are lower in amplitude 
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than P2P faults and result in different voltage oscillations. As they are asymmetrical, their amplitudes are also 

different resulting in different energy absorbtions for the associated SAs.  

As reported in the previous section, the scaled VARC DC CB contains parasitic capacitances, which are small 

and during higher frequencies resonate with the surrounding inductances. The oscillations are realistic and 

verified. These oscillations have no signifcant impact on the overal voltage ampltiudes. 

 

The amplitude of the fault current and the voltage at the terminal bus however, can be considered as a criteria to 

determine the vulnerable link. In case when the amplitude of the fault current slightly changes, the voltage drop 

may be analyzed if it could be a potential point of interest. In WP4 for instance, fault discrimination algorithms are 

developed as part of future protection algorithms.    

 With respect to the amplitude of the voltage drop, case 3 can be considered as the one with a higher voltage 

drop, resulting from the fact that after current interruption, the converter 2 is isolated. Accordingly, the 

disconnection of link 12 could be more vulnerable than the disconnection of other links. More detailed analysis 

will be needed in order to see how this voltage drop is dependent on different  system parameters and different 

system configurations .This issue is however, not in the scope of this work as it is not related to the performance 

of the DC CB.  

For the future, it will be interesting to investigate the possiblity of having a simplified system for a possible  worst 

case scenario. This will be also useful in case one would like to investigate the effect of a particular system 

configuration on different DC CB components within a detailed DC CB model concerning the fact that the DC CB 

model may contain many modules that may have significant mutual interaction. 

There are still maybe open questions to see if some well known AC transient phenomena (like short line faults or 

lightning) could be also relevant for the analysis of DC CB robustness, taking into account that small changes of 

parameters during very fast transient phenomena may result in large current and voltage amplitudes.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The VARC DC CB provides a DC interruption solution for multi-terminal HVDC grids. The VARC CB utilizes a 

voltage source converter (VSC) and a series-resonant circuit to effectuate the commutation. The oscillation current 

amplitude gradually increases every half cycle, until a zero-crossing occurs, the worst-case current slope at 

current-zero in the VI significantly is reduced for both the nominal current interruption and the short-circuit 

interruption which is inherently suitable for a wide range of fault currents, up to the peak current injection branch 

current that can be carried without exceeding the maximum capability of components.This improves the current 

interruption capability of the mechanical switch. 

The VARC DC CB model can be used for overvoltage analysis and  fast transient analysis. These phenomena 

play a very important role during a DC current interruption and as such it can be used to study the effect of current 

interruption in an actual network topology, and how different network parameters affect the DC CB. Meanwhile, 

the parasitic components existing in the circuit can be taken into consideration by the model, which may have 

impacts on the transient performance during current interruption.  

The developed VARC DC CB model is compared by measurements from the experimental results performed with 

the prototype design shown in Figure 2-5. The original module that corresponds to the prototype VARC DC CB is 

on rated voltage level of 27 kV. The current waveforms obtained from the simulation studies show good agreement 

with the experimental results performed for the 27 kV prototype. A small difference can be seen in the VI voltage 

due to the difference of the SA characteristic applied in the simulation and the actual one resulting from the SA 

installed in the DC CB. The ITIV is computed and analysed. The measured values resulting from the experiments 

are slightly lower than the computed results because of the parasitic components. 

 

  

In this task, the VARC DC CB simulation model was successfully scaled to a higher voltage levels namely 320 

kV.  The scaled solutions are applied through three different topologies and the performance of these topologies 

are examined only through simulations.  In this work, a rated value of 80 kV was used as a basic unit that was 

scaled to 320 kV by using a series connection of four submodules respectively. The applied scaled model is 

investigated by different topologies Type II and Type III with respect to how the associated SAs are connected. 

The external SAs are connected in parallel with the VIs of the VARC CB module, the clamping voltage of the 

external SAs are set to 1.5 times of rated voltage. Whilst the internal SAs have a higher clamping voltage to make 

sure the energy will be absorbed by the external SAs.  

 

In both Topologies Type II and Type III, with the increase of clamping voltage of the resonant branch SA, a voltage 

oscillation occurs on the TIV and the oscillation amplitude increases with the clamping voltage. In Topology Type 

III, by increasing the clamping voltage from 120 kV to 140 kV, the interruption time decreases and the energy 

absorption decreases as well. When the clamping voltage increases to 160 kV, the interruption time and the 

energy absorption remain the same as in the case with 140 kV clamping voltage SA. It can be also pointed out 

that the overal clamping DC CB voltage is the same.  The interruption time is the same for three topologies when 

they have the same SA rated voltage. When operation delay is considered in the series connection, Topology I 
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and Topology II cannot share the voltage across VI equally. The VARC DC CB can be implemented for higher 

voltage levels by connecting breaker modules in series, however, further studies and more experimental work will 

be needed in order to confirm the performances.  

The scaled models are simulated with respect to a different voltage sharing circuit and submodules with different 

operation time. For Topology Type I, the voltages across the submodules are limited by the internal SAs to a value 

of 120 kV and the instant of energy absorption for all four modules is in line with the operation instant. The energy 

absorption is not equally divided among the SAs of the modules. For Topology Type II, the voltages across module 

1, 2, 3 reaches 140 kV, which are limited by the internal SAs. After the current is interrupted, thevoltage across 

all four modules are limited by the external SA with the value of 480 kV. Thereafter, the voltage is equally 

distributed among the modules and the great amount of the energy is absorbed by the external SA. In Topology 

Type III, the energy absorption begins at the time when the clamping voltage of the first module is reached. For 

this topology, each module makes use of an external SA, which in this example has a clamping voltage of 120 

kV. As the values of the clamping voltages of the internal SAs are 140 kV, all the energy will be absorbed by the 

external SAs. The sum of the energies absorbed by the internal SAs and the external SAs in all 3 cases, in which 

the internal SAs have different clamping voltage, is the same. With respect to the very fast transient resulting from 

the lighting strikes, the voltage distribution among the modules may not be equally distributed. The reason for this 

may be the influence of  the parasitic capacitances. This is not in the scope of this work and could be a research 

question for the future. 

 

The performance of the DC CB during a short-circuit interruption is demonstrated on a WP2 four-terminal HVDC 

grid. For each MTDC network, 7 demonstration cases are studied. In each case  P2P fault, P2G fault and P2P 

fault with 0.5 ms time delay. In all demonstration cases it is verified that VARC DC CB interrupts the fault 

successfully without blocking the converters. For the studied grid, fault current amplitudes do not differ a lot and 

fault location may have impact on the voltage oscillations. Generally, this is the case when faults occur nearby 

the DC CB.   
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